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ABSTRACT. Let (4, G, a) be a separable continuous C -dynamical system.

Suppose G is amenable and a is free on the dual A of A. Then the quasi-orbit

space (Prim A/a)~ of the primitive ideal space Prim A of A by a is homeomor-

phic to the induced primitive ideal space which is dense in the primitive ideal

space Prim C*(A; ct) of the C*-crossed product C (A; a) of A by a.

1. Introduction. The theory of crossed products of operator algebras has

been developed by a number of people since von Neumann constructed the exam-

ples of factors. Among its various studies, Effros-Hahn [3] topologically charac-

terized under certain conditions the primitive ideal space of C* crossed products as

the quasi-orbit space of transformation groups for separable abelian discrete C*-

dynamical systems. Succeedingly, Zeller-Meier [7] generalized their result in separa-

ble discrete C*-dynamical systems. However, several different aspects come out in

the continuous case.  For instance, the original C*-algebra is never imbedded in

its crossed product as a sub C*-algebra, therefore it has no associated condition-

al expectations from the crossed product.  Moreover, it is unclear that any ele-

ment in crossed products can be described as a Fourier expansion in certain fashion.

In this paper, we shall discuss the quasi-orbit space of separable continuous

C*-dynamical systems, specifically, given a separable continuous C*-dynamical

system (A, G, a). Suppose G is amenable and a is free on the dual A of A. Then

the quasi-orbit space (Prim Ala)" of the primitive ideal space Prim A of A by a

is homeomorphic to the induced primitive ideal space {(Ind p)_1(0)}pejj which

is dense in the primitive ideal space Prim C*(A, a) of the C*-crossed product

C*(A, a) of A by a. This can be considered as a generalization of Zeller-Meier's

result.
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He is also greatly indebted to Dr. 0. Bratteli for many fruitful discussions and

critical reading of this paper.

2. Preliminaries. According to Effros-Hahn [3], Dang-Ngoc-Guichardet [2]

Takai [5], [6], and Zeller-Meier [7], we shall briefly review several basic notions

and fundamental results which will be used later. A triple (A, G, a) of a C*-alge-

bra A, a locally compact group G, and a *-homomorphism a of G into Aut{A) is

called a continuous C*-dynamical system if a is pointwise norm continuous,

where Aut(4) is the set of all *-automorphisms of A. It is said to be separable

if A and G are separable. Moreover, the action a is said to be free on a subset 5

of the representation space Rep A of A if given a g # e EG, and a p =£ 0 E 5,

any subrepresentation p ¥= 0 of p dominates a representation p" ¥= 0 with ag -

p" i p", where (ag ■ p")(a) = p" ° a'1 {a) for  a E A, g EG. Let Fad be the

set of all factor representations of A. Since any nonzero subrepresentation of p

is quasi-equivalent to p if p E Fac^l, freeness of a on 5 for a subset 5 of Fac A

is equivalent to saying that ag • p A p for every pi=0ES. Furthermore, due to the

fact that freeness is congruent with quasi-equivalence (resp. equivalence), it can be

defined on the quasi-dual À (resp. the dual Â) of A.

Now let (A, G, a) be a continuous C*-dynamical system. According to Ef-

fros-Hahn [3], and Zeller-Meier [7], the quasi-orbit space (PrimA/a)~ of the prim-

itive ideal space Prim A of A by a is defined by the set of all orbit closures in

Prim A.  It can be identified with the quotient space of Prim A by the following

equivalence relation: p ~ q if and only if (G • p)~ = (G • q)~, where (G • p)~ is

the closure of the orbit of p E Prim A by a. Then, it is easily seen that

(VrimA/a)~ is a T0-space with respect to the quotient topology of Prim A. De-

fine a Borel structure on (Prim Ala)~ by the quotient map of Prim A Then, it

is saturated with the quotient topology. Suppose A is separable, each element of

i?rimAla)~ is Borel since Q?rimAla)~ is a T0-space (cf. [3]).

The following lemma has the key role in finding a mapping from the primitive

ideal space Prim C*(4, a) of the crossed product C*(A; a) into iPrim A/a)~:

Lemma 2. l.Let {A, G, a) be a separable continuous C*-dynamical system.

Suppose there exists a projection valued measure on (Prim Ala)~ whose values

are zero or identity operators.  Then it is concentrated in one point {cf. [3]).

Notice that it is unnecessary to assume the separability of G to show the above

lemma.

Next, we shall define the C*-crossed product (resp. the reduced C*-crossed

product) C*(A; a) (resp. C*{A;a)) of C*-algebra/l by a continuous action a of

a locally compact group as follows: Let L1(A; G) he the set of all A -valued Boch-

ner integrable measurable functions on G with respect to the left Haar measure
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a   of G with the *-algebraic structure given by

(xy)(s)=SGx(h)an[y(h-ig)]dh

and

x*(g) = ACgr'^cr1)]*,

where A is the modular function of G. Then, C*(A; a) (resp. C*(A; a)) is the

completion of L1(A;a) with respect to the C*-norm ||-|| (resp. 11*11,) defined by

Ibcll = supiX*)!!: 77 G Rep ¿-04; G)}

and

\\x\\f = sup{ll(Ind p)(x)\\: p E Rep A},

where Ind p is the representation of C*(A; a) induced by p (cf. [5], [6]). It is

clear that C*(A; a) is a quotient algebra of C*(A; a). Let us define a positive

linear functional X, on C*(A; a) determined by

*/(*) - SSGXGfig~lh)7Íñ* ° °rhl[x(g)}dgdh

for x E Li(A; G), where <p is in the set (A*)+ of all positive linear functional on

A, and /is in the *-algebra K(G) of all continuous functions on G with compact

support. Then, one can estimate II(Ind p)(x)\\ by X as follows:

\\(lnd p)(x)\\

(2.1)

tof(y*x*xy)* , \
= sup< ̂  : ̂ ¿'C4; G),fEK(G), <P E D.(y;f) n IV(p)>

(  tyO'*)')'2 J

where nrj/;/) = {v> E (4*)+: ^0*^) =^ 0}, and w(p) = & E (A*)+: ̂  E

Rep A is weakly contained in p} (cf. [5]).

We now state a sufficient condition under which C*(A; a) is equal to

C*(A; a).

Lemma 2.2. Let (A, G, a) be a continuous C*-dynamical system. Suppose

G is amenable as a topological group, then we have

C*(A;a) = C?(A;a)    (cf. [5], [6]).

Moreover, we present a condition under which Ind p is faithful on C*(A; a).

Lemma 2.3. Let (A, G, a) be as in the preceding, and p in Rep A Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

(I) ZfeGag ' P is faithful on A,
(II) Ind p is faithful on C*(A; a) (cf. [5]).
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By the above lemma, one knows without difficulty that faithfulness of p

implies that of Ind p.

Finally, we shall write down a couple of special notations for later use.  Let

{A, G, a) be a continuous C*-dynamical system. Then given X E C*(A; a), a E

A, there exists an element aX E C*(A; a), with (aX)(g) = aXig) if XEL1 (A; G).

Let I be an ideal of C*(A; a) where "ideal" involves closed and two-sided

throughout this paper. Denote by [A : I] the set of all elements a in A such that

aX El for all X E C*(A; a). It is not evident whether [A : 7] is an ideal of A.

However, the following observation tells us that it is affirmative:

Lemma 2.4. Let (A, G, a) be a continuous C*-dynamical system, and n E

Rep C*(A; a). Suppose p is in Cov-rep ,4 corresponding to n, then we have

\A:n-\0)] = p~\0)   {cf. [3])

where Cov-rep A is the set of all covariant representations of A, and tt_1(0)

{resp. p_1(0)) is the kernel of n (resp. p).  From this fact, [A : J] for an

ideal I of C*(A; a) is an invariant ideal of A under the action a. (It is called

a-invariant)

3. The quasi-orbit space of continuous C*-dynamical systems. In this sec-

tion, we shall discuss the topological relation between the quasi-orbit space of

continuous C*-dynamical systems and the primitive ideal space of C*-crossed

products under certain conditions. Let (A,G,a)he a separable continuous C*-,

dynamical system. Given a n in Fac C*(A; a), there exists a unique p in Cov-rep A

corresponding to n. Due to Glimm [4], there exists a unique projection valued

measure pp on the Borel structure of Prim A such that

(3.1) l^P(Ü) = ?:oi[p(k(Üc))bp]

for every open set U in VrimA, where Proj means projection and Uc is the com-

plement of U in Prim A, and k(Uc) is the kernel of Uc. Moreover, the range of

pp is contained in the center zp of the von Neumann algebra p(A)~ generated by

p(A). Since n is primary and p is covariant, the measure pp is ergodic. Namely,

the values of a-invariant Borel sets under pp are zero or identity operators on hp.

Let Tj be the natural mapping from Prim .4 onto (Prim,4/a)~, and let vp he the

image of pp by t?. Then the range of vp is zero or identity operators on § .

By Lemma 2.1, there exists an element r\(p) in (Primal/a)" at which vp is con-

centrated. We claim that (G • p)~ is the support Supp/ip of pp. In fact, since

rf1 ° r¡(p) E (G • p)~, it follows that Supp pp E (G ■ p)~. By the fact that

Supp p. is a-invariant closed in Primyl, it contains (G • p)~, or must be disjoint

from rf1 ° t?(P). However, the latter case does not occur since pp is concen-

trated in rf1 o x)(P).
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Consequently, one gets Supp pp = (G • p)~. Moreover, it can be verified

that Supp pp = «(p_1(0)) where «(p_1(0)) is the hull of p_1(0). Actually, it is

clear by definition that «(p_1(0))c is an open null set with respect to pp. There-

fore, Supp pp C H(p_1(0)). Suppose Supp pp is not equal to «(p-I(0)). Then,

there exists an open neighborhood U of an element q in h(p~l(0)) from which

Supp Pp is disjoint. Hence, it follows that k(Uc) E p_1(0). Taking hull, one ob-

tains that U is disjoint from «(p_1(0)), which is a contradiction. Summing up

the argument discussed above, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Let (A, G, a) be a separable continuous C*-dynamical system,

and let tt be in Fac C*(A; a). Suppose p is in Cov-rep A corresponding to n.

Then there exist a unique (up to equivalence) projection valued Borel measure pp

on Prim A, and an element P in Prim A such that

SuppPp = (G-p)- = h(p-1(0)).

Remark. The measure p   also can be realized in the following way:  Let

p = f¿pcdv(C) he the central decomposition of p. Using the canonical mapping

<p from Â onto Prim A, one gets the image p of v under 0. It is nothing but pp

up to equivalence.

By Lemmas 2.4 and 3.1, we can define a mapping $ of Prim C*(A; a) into

(Prim A/a)~ by

(3.2) *fJ) = A([.4 :*?]).

Then, we have the following:

Lemma 3.2. 77ze mapping $ defined above is continuous from

Prim C*(A; a) with the hull kernel topology into (PtimA/a)~ with the quotient

topology.

Proof. Though the proof goes on as in the abelian case, we shall trace it

for completeness. Given a closed set F in (Prim A/a)~, it suffices to show that

there exists a subset I of C*(A; a) such that $-1(F) = «(I).

Define a set I by {aX: a E k(Fx), X E C*(A; a)} where Fx = rfl(F).

Then, this set enjoys the property cited above. In fact, for any VB G $_1(F),

there exists a tt in Irr C*(A; a) whose kernel is ty. Let p be in Cov-rep A corre-

sponding to 77. By Lemma 3.1, there exists a F in Prim.4 such that h([A :SB]) =

(G ■ p)~. Since $0?) G F, it follows by (3.2) that p E rf1 (F) = Fx. Since Fx

is a-invariant closed in Prim A, it contains (Gp)~, which means that h([A : SB ]) =

Fx. Taking the kernel, one gets that k(Fx) E [A :$] = p_1(0). Since 7r(ax) =

p(a)77(jc) for a G A and X E C*(A; a), it is verified that I C ir~l(0) = SP. Thus,

one obtains that SB G «(I). Since one can trace the above argument back until

its starting point, one gets the conclusion.   Q.E.D.
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From now on, let us assume that the action a is free on A.  Then, the next

lemma guarantees that 4> is surjective:

Lemma 3.3. Suppose a is free on Â. Then, one has for every pElxrA,

(i) Ind p E Irr C*(A; a), and

(u)$[(Indp)-1(0)] = (G-p-1(0))-,

where Irr means the set of all irreducible representations.

Proof, (i) Let Gß he the stabilizer of the equivalence class p E A of p, and

let (p, X) be in Cov-rep(.4, G) corresponding to Ind p. Let U he a strongly mea-

surable cocycle representation of Gß such that U*p{a)Ug = o^ • p(a) for a E A,

gEGß. DeVmeÜg,gEGß,hy

iÏÏgW) = àiptûgm)   for % EL2(hp; G), h EG.

Due to Busby-Smith Jl], it can be shown that the commutant p(A)' of

p is generated by the Ug, gEGß, and the diagonalizable algebra. Since a is free

on Â, it follows that p(A)' is the diagonal algebra. Since the only diagonals which

commute with X are the constant, one gets the statement (i).

(ii) By definition, it suffices to show that n(p-1(0)) = (G • p-1(0))~. Since

P-1(0) = C\gSG(ag ■ p)_1(0), it foUows that

h(p-l{0)) = h(C)G(ag -p)-l(<jjjl   D (y,A[(^ -pFHO)]) .

which implies that (G • p_1(0))~ c "(P_1(0)). On the other hand, let ßß he the

Borel measure determined by p as (3.1). Then one gets by simple computation

that Suppp- C (G • p_1(0))_. Thus, the statement (ii) follows by Lemma 3.1.

Q.E.D.
In general, it is not clear whether the mapping $ is injective. However, one

can get a partial answer under the amenability of G. Let E be the set of all

(Ind p)~l{0), p E In A. Then the following lemma tells us that $ is injective on

E:

Lemma 3.4. Let (A, G, a) be a separable continuous C*-dynamical system,

and let a be free on Â. Suppose G is amenable as a topological group.   Then one

has for every p E Irr A,

(Indp)-1(0) = CV"1(0);a)

where p E Cov-rep A corresponding to Ind p.

Proof. By definition, one easily gets that (Ind p)-1(0) D C*(p_1(0); a).

To show the converse inclusion, one first observes that C*(p-1(0); a) is a primi-

tive ideal of C*(A; a). In fact, one estimates by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that
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C*(A; a)/(Ind p)-*(0) = (Indp)[C*(A; a)]

s (Ind i)[C?(p-(A); a)] s C*(p(A); ä) = C*(p(A); ä)

= C*(Alp-l(0); a) = C*(A; a)/C*(p-1 (0); a),

where tx (resp.a) is the continuous action of G on p(v4) (resp A/p'1 (0)) deter-

mined by p (resp. the natural map of A onto Alp -1(0)), and i is the trivial auto-

morphism of p(A). Therefore, there exists a it in Irr C*(A; a) with T7_1(0) =

C*(p_1(0); a). Since every nonzero vector % in %¡v is cyclic for 77, it suffices to

show that 77^(0) D (Ind p)_1(0) for 77^ corresponding to cog ° tt. Let (I, V) be in

Cov-rep(4, G) associated with 77. Then, one can see by Lemma 2.4 and 77~'(0) =

C*(p_1(0);o:)that

(3.3) F-1(0) = [^l:77-1(0)] = p-1(0).

Since p_1(0) = (^feGag ' P)_1(0), the equality (3.3) means that L is weakly

equivalent to TgGGag • p. On the other hand, the amenability of G gives us a se-

quence (/„)„ of K(G) such that fn * fn converges to 1 with respect to compact

open topology where fn(g) = fn(g '). Let us take a positive linear functional

% on C*(A; a) determined by *„(*) = fG(fn * f„)(g)(L[x(g)]V(g) ï\Ç>dg for

x E L1(A; G). Then, it can be shown by [5] that

(3.4) *n(y*x*xy) < \\y\\2 ll/„ ® £ll2 ll(Ind L)(x)\\2

for every x, y E C*(A; a), and « = 1,2,... . Since L is weakly equivalent to

2%Gag ' P>¡t follows by (2.1) that

(3.5) "(IndL)(x)\\ = lllnd(2® Gag • p)(x)\\.

Since 1^(2®=^ • p) (resp. Ind ag • p) is equivalent to 2®eGInd ag ■ p (resp.

Ind p), the equality (3.5) implies that

W(lndL)(x)\\ =^%G(lndag • p)(x)\\ = sup  ll(Indag * p)(x)II

= ll(Indp)(x)ll.

Thus, one obtains by (3.4) that

%(y*x*xy) < iyl2ll/„® £ll2 ll(Ind p)(x)\\2

fot every x, y E C*(A; a) and « = 1, 2.Now suppose x is in (Ind p)~'(0).

Then, it follows that V„(y*x*xy) = 0 for all y E C*(A; a) and n = 1, 2, . . . .
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Since ^n converges to w^ ° n weakly, w£ ° n(y*x*xy) — 0 for all y E C*(A; a),

which means that x G 7^(0).   Q.E.D.

By the above lemma, the mapping <P is bijective from E onto (Primj4/a)~.

Combining all the lemmas obtained above, we shall show the following theorem

which is a generalization of the result which is obtained by Effros-Hahn, and Zel-

ler-Meier (cf. [3], [7]):

Theorem 3.5. Let (A, G, a) be a separable continuous C*-dynamical sys-

tem.  Suppose G is amenable and a is free on the dual A of A.   Then, the quasi-

orbit space (?rim A/a)~ of the primitive ideal space Primal of A by a is topologi-

cally imbedded in the primitive ideal space Prim C*{A; a) of the C*-crossed prod-

uct C*{A; a) of A by a.

Proof. Using the same notations denoted before, we shall show that <ï> is a

closed mapping from E onto (Prim A/a)". Let F be a closed set in E. Define

FQ by r¡~1[^{F)].  It has to be shown that FQ is closed in Prim A. Take a p E

F0, and an L E In A with ¿_1(0) = p. To prove p E F0, it suffices to show that

(3.6) (Ind L)-li0) D f|{(Ind p)"1^): Ind p E F}.

Since p E Fq, it follows that

ZTHO) 3 flfo" *[(<? • P_1(0))"]: IndpEF}

3 ÇM.% • pr'(0): Ind p E F, g E G},

which implies that L is weakly contained in the set {a   • p: Ind p E F, g E G}.

By the similar method used in the previous lemma, one has that

ll(IndZ,)(x)ll < sup{ll(Inda^ • p)(x)ll: Ind p EF,g E G}

= sup{ll(Ind p)(x)ll: Ind p E F}

for all x G C*{A; a). Therefore, the inclusion (3.8) holds. Thus, the mapping $

is a homeomorphism from E onto (Prim A/a)".   Q.EJ).

Since k(E) = (0), it follows by the above theorem that (?rimA/a)~ is

dense in Prim C*{A; a). Moreover, it is true that Prim C*(A; a) = \J{ty~: SB G £}.

In fact, let ir~l{0) E Prim C*(A; a) where n E Irr C*(A; a).  Taking L E

Cov-rep A corresponding to n, there exists a p in Irr A such that Supp pL =

(G • P_1(0))-. Then, it follows that L~l(0) = P-1(0). By Lemma 3.4, one has

(Ind p)~l(0) = C*(p_1(u); a). Therefore, one obtains that (Ind p)_1(0) C n~l(0),

which means that 7T_1.(0) G {(Ind P)~l(0)}~.

Summing up the argument, we get the following:

Corollary 3.6. Let (A, G, a) be as the preceding.  Then (PrimAla)~ is

dense in Prim C*(A ; a) and
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Prim C*(A; a) = UisP~: ̂  E QMmA/a)~}.
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